Transaction Lifecycle 2.0
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B2B transactions still stuck in the last century – slow, manual and costly
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Goods & services are getting more expensive due to transaction costs
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or $29T Globally Annually

Cost of Trust: Pilot Study Davidson, Novak, and Potts 2018
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Connect all business tools & applications for a holistic view of your business
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Connect seamlessly with customers and suppliers on Luca+ network
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Transacting with Suppliers

Find suppliers listed on the Luca+ network
- Save time and cost finding the right suppliers with the most
suitable goods/services at the most suitable prices and in the
right time frames for your specific business needs
- Review, rate and compare suppliers based on feedback from
other customers on the network
e-Invoicing
- Save up to 10 hours per week on manual bookkeeping
- No human errors due to automation
- No fraudulent invoices as it comes direct from supplier’s
invoicing platform
- Avoid late fees from lost or forgotten invoices
Finance your purchase
- Resolve cashflow issues with credit/payment plan
- Faster credit approvals
- Lower interest rates and fees for eligible businesses
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Transacting with Customers
List your business on the Luca+ network
- Let customers find you easily and faster
- Build your business reputation with reviews and ratings from
customers feedback
Minimise bad debt with credit check
- Ensure your customers are creditworthy and have the ability to
pay on time
e-Invoicing
- Get paid faster – 32% reduction in payment times
- Less errors as invoices are automated
- Live tracking of invoice status
Invoice financing/factoring
- Resolve cashflow issues with credit/payment plan
- Faster credit approvals
- Lower interest rates and fees for eligible businesses
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Less administration work so you can focus on growing your business

Transaction adjustment report
- Save time with automatic tracking and summary of any changes
to past transactions
- Quick summary of GST discrepancies based on adjustments to
any past transactions

Audit trail
- Track every stage of a transaction (e.g. send, receive, pay,
reconcile) on demand
- Proof of transaction stored on blockchain for data integrity and
immutability
- Save time and cost as no verification from a third party is
required (e.g. banks charge $50 per transaction)

Auto reconciliation
- Save time with auto reconciliation of invoices and bank
payments
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For a limited time, we are offering new businesses Premium access free for life
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Free

$20/business

$200 + $10/client

Luca+ Network
- List your business so customers can find you easily
- Find reliable and credible suppliers as reviewed by other members of the network
- Promote your business with higher ranked search
- Credit check on your customers to mitigate bad debt

e-Invoicing
- Connect your accounting software to Luca+ to enable e-invoicing
- Send invoices with Luca+ e-invoicing software
- Send unlimited e-invoice to other members of Luca+ and PEPPOL network
- Receive unlimited e-invoice from other members of Luca+ and PEPPOL network
- Track status of each invoice to ensure you are paid on time
- OCR (Optical Character Recognition) to convert pdfs and scans to e-invoice

Finance
- Finance your purchase with installment plans1
- Get paid in advance with Invoice Financing 1

Administrative
- Transaction Amendment Summary
- Audit Trail
- Auto Reconciliation
Monthly Fee
1

Subject to approval and financing fees are applicable

Free for life if
you join now

Connect your
business now on
www.lucaplus.com
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